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Cornell University LibraryAxes of Heterogeneity
• Subject matter
• Granularity
• Resource description
• Penetration
•F o r m a t
~ Cornell University Library ~Key System Elements
• Collection and repository structures 
are distinct
• Object records are largely malleable
• Collection structure offers hierarchy
• Searching/browsing interface has 
potential as a communications tool
~ Cornell University Library ~Development Opportunities
• Arrange and (re)present content 
meaningfully and deliver it
• Shape the DLMS based on actual 
use by both developer/users and 
end users
~ Cornell University Library ~Collection/Repository Structure
~ Cornell University Library ~Object Record: Pamphlet
~ Cornell University Library ~Object Record: e-Reference
~ Cornell University Library ~Collection Hierarchy
~ Cornell University Library ~
Collection
Container
Object Object Object ObjectSimla, India (U.S. Army 
map series) Tokyo Prefecture, 1884
Source:  Tufte, Edward R., Envisioning Information, c1990
~ Cornell University Library ~~ Cornell University Library ~~ Cornell University Library ~~ Cornell University Library ~~ Cornell University Library ~Navigation
Hierarchy
Search versus Browse
Users: casual or sophisticated
~ Cornell University Library ~~ Cornell University Library ~Format
•B o o k
• Article
• Sound File
•I m a g e
• Archival
• Other
~ Cornell University Library ~~ Cornell University Library ~Metadata and Format issues in ENCompass…
Would we be adding another dimension?
Another avenue:  File folder metaphor…
~ Cornell University Library ~~ Cornell University Library ~
Category 1
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
View more levels
Category 2
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
View more levels
Browse CollectionNext Steps
• Use object displays to convey 
resource features
• Use expanded XSL functionality 
to represent object relationships
• Develop a “transparent” 
vocabulary for representing 
objects and relationships
~ Cornell University Library ~